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loss of so many lives, a loss so disproportionate to anything that has
been gained by it. The German people is convinced that the honour of
its arms had remained unsullied and unsmirched, just as we see in the
French soldier only our ancient but glorious opponent. We and the
whole German nation would rejoice at the thought that we might spare
our children and children's children what we as honourable men had
to watch and suffer in the long years of bitterness. The history of the
last one hundred and fifty years should in its changing course have
taught the two nations that essential and enduring changes are no more
to be gained by the sacrifice of blood. As a National-Socialist I, with
all my followers, refuse by reason of our national principles to acquire
by conquest the members of other nations, who will never love us, at
the cost of the blood and lives of those who are dear to us.
It would be a great day for all humanity if these two nations of Europe
would banish, once and for all, force from their common life. The Ger-
man people is ready to do so. While claiming boldly those rights which
the Treaties themselves have given us, I will say as boldly that there
are otherwise for Germany no grounds for territorial conflict. When the
Saar territory has been restored to Germany only a madman would
consider the possibility of war between the two states, for which, from
our point of view, there is no rational or moral ground. For no one could
demand that millions of men in the flower of youth should be annihilated
for the sake of a readjustment, indefinite in scope, of our present frontier.
While the full seriousness of the step which Germany was taking
in thus abruptly withdrawing from the Disarmament Conference
was nowhere underestimated, the situation was accepted with com-
parative calm, and the other European Great Powers lost no time in
making it clear that they did not consider that the departure of
Germany from Geneva meant that their efforts to secure the limita-
tion of armaments by agreement had definitely broken down. On
the 17th October, Monsieur Daladier made a statement on Germany's
withdrawal from the Conference, the effects of which, he said, the
French Government were examining. In reply to Herr Hitler's
broadcast speech, he declared that France was edeaf to no appeal,
but blind to no act. If one sincerely wishes for understanding, why
begin with rupture ? If one wishes to respect obligations, why oppose
the verification of undertakings ? We intend ... to continue the
examination of a state of affairs which concerns not only France and
Germany, but all the community of peoples who were associated in a
great and noble enterprise.'
On the same day. Sir John Simon, in the course of a broadcast
address,1 remarked that the British Government's future course of
1 The greater part of Sir John Simon's speech consisted of a refutation of
statements which had been made by the German Foreign Minister in his inter-
view with foreign Press correspondents on the previous day. Freiherr von
Neurath had described as 'not correct' the assertion which Sir John Simon

